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Abstract: Article  outlines  Angosturology,  theory  about  cities.  It  uses  hermeneutic

historiography to study cities,  forecasting futures scenarios according to identified

trends. Taken into account society, economy, politics, technology and environment of

a city, complex inter dependencies are exposed highlighting digital perspectives. In

turn, city services are requested to complete digital transformation to meet emerging

needs. For instance, eGovernment, eVoting, eCommerce and eLearning should be

developed  addressing  infrastructure  issues  as  well  as  complying  to  appropriate

citizen centric approach and data security standards.

梗概：本文介绍了城市理论。这使用了对历史的解释。这提出了未来的数字方案。它
考虑了城市的社会，经济，政治，技术和环境，以显示城市中的关系和趋势。特别是
城市服务必须更加数字化，并关注公民和安全。  

Index Terms: Quality of Life, Social Impact, State Development.

INTRODUCTION

Identifying emerging advancements in information and communications technologies

(ICT)  requires  a  close  observation  of  human  society.  A  partial  and  not  full-

comprehensive ICT solution very often may lead to more problems than the initial

issue to solve. Furthermore, the human society observation becomes more important

when we aim to develop international  standards to  foster  the information society.
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Information society is based on human society and there is a correlation between ICT

development and human development [1].

Human society is hard to comprehend or predict but sociologists and social scientists

continue  to  work  out  the  subject.  In  turn,  cities  offer  a  special  showcase  where

human society can be observed.

Worldwide, urban populations increase causing unforeseen challenges to the human

society: sanitary precariousness, crime rates, corruption, collapse of transportation

and  communication  services,  difficulties  in  accessing  water,  electrical  instability,

inadequate accommodation, agglomeration of garbage, etc. These challenges have a

strong  interdependence  with  the  social,  economic,  political,  technological  and

environmental  processes of  a  city  [2-5]   Therefore cities need new perspectives,

knowledge  and standards  to  guide  their  strategic  development  management.  We

need  a  group  of  organized  ideas  that  explain  the  urban  phenomenon,  through

observation, experience and reflection. In other words, a scientific theory of the city

that supports, guides and drives the administration and evolution of the city. This task

is not new and researchers have already worked on it with non-definitive results. 

For  instance,  the  Santa  Fe  Institute  in  New  Mexico,  United  States,  carries  out

research projects to derive the laws that explain the operation of cities [2]. Analyzing

the vast amount of data available on various cities, the researchers apply statistics to

explain the complex system that a city is. 

In [3] a compilation of studies on the evolution of cities is made, from the 19th century

metropolis to the post-war megapolis and then to the current metapolis. Through the

gaze of historians, sociologists and architects, one goes from interpretations of the

city seen as a tree to a city that expands to the entire planet and interconnects with

everything thanks to the Internet. 

To explain the phenomenon of the city, [4] appeals to philosophy and sociology, going

through the history of the city from the Neolithic to the industrial city. It conducts a

review of scientific studies on society in the city. The Germanic approaches of Marx

and Weber is analyzed emphasizing the economic sense of the city by centering its

existence  around  a  market.  The  reaction  of  the  Tonnies  and  Simmel  Culturalist

School  stands  out,  which  criticizes  the  city  for  stimulating  materialism  against

traditional human values and attempts an anthropocentric approach to the city. The

Chicago Ecological  School  proposes a Darwinian biological  approach to  decipher

urban processes. French urban sociology with LeFebvre and Castells outlines a neo-
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Marxist theorization of the industrial city, where urban logic is the capitalist logic that

must be transformed to reuse space. 

What could be a theory of the city? Considering the classical sense of the term, as

the first Italian sociologist Franco Ferrarotti  [6] points out, the word theory derives

from the Greek word theorèin, which essentially means “to observe”. It is to observe

in a particular way, not in general, but from a specific point of view, which expresses

the  meaning  of  the  problem  and  connects  with  the  observer's  problematic

consciousness.

Hence,  the  theory  of  the  city  must  be  contextualized  to  a  particular  city,  not

mechanically nor interchangeably applied in the abstract to any city according to the

needs of the interested parties. As an observation from a specific point of view and

on something specific,  the theory of the city is historically anchored. History as a

collective memory of the past,  history as a critical  awareness of the present and

history as an operational premise for the future.

History, as Ibn Khaldun [7] well points out, is essentially information about the human

society that finds its maximum meaning and expression in the city. How does this

organization occur based on people's conditions, relationships, and feelings? And

how does power flow in that organization? Power that materializes in the incarnation

of human beliefs through the leaders of the organization.  The city authority depends

on leaders actions. The greater the strength of those human beliefs, the greater the

power of that leadership and the better grounded its authority.

The beliefs of  a human society  are the core of its culture. And these beliefs are

historically constructed. In fact, human culture involves looking at the past, quietly.

The  culture  of  a  city  is  a  sediment  of  shared  and  coexistent  experiences  and

knowledge, translation, historical critical retrospective look at the past, as a prelude to

understand the past and the present; and then projecting the future.

A main  human belief  that  underlies  the  foundations  of  a  culture  is  the  belief  of

belonging to a common group, to a historical nation. Or in the words of Ibn Khladun,

the existence of “Al Asabiya”, the energy that unites the group, the brotherhood, the

national sentiment, the collective identity. The concept of "Al Asabiya" would explain

how ancient groups have been able to maintain their nationality despite time, wars,

economy and technology.  Indeed,  the city  spirit  is  the common factor  across the

Greek polis,  the Roman civitas,  the Anglo-German town, the Muslim medina,  the
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Chinese  village  and  the  paleotechnical  and  neotechnical  cities  of  modernity  and

postmodernity.

The city is  a  space where the tension between local  identity  and globalization is

evident as a result of the struggle to achieve power. In each city this manifestation

differs due to historical, ecological, economic and cultural circumstances.

Research  groups  in  Fundacion  “Horacio  Ducharne”  (FHD)   [5,8-11,13]  have

understood the critical role that cities play in the future of human society, in general,

and  information  society,  in  particular.  Hence,  city  studies  have  been  initiated  to

develop a theory of cities. This theorization is called Angosturology, referring to the

city where it has been applied for the very first time: Angostura (nowadays Ciudad

Bolívar, Venezuela). Shortly, Angosturology is a systematization of knowledge and

practices derived from the study, observation, experience and reflection on a city.

HERMENEUTIC HISTORIOGRAPHY

Each city has its peculiarities that distinguish it from other cities. History, geography,

economy, demography, gastronomy, climate, among other features, can determine

that a city exists in one way or another or ceases to exist, or can never exist. It is

hard to achieve a unified theory for the city in general, and it is advisable to start by

highlighting the observations found in a particular city and verifying explanations of

what was observed. A city has theoretical bases that explain it. Angosturology seeks

to show these theoretical bases in an ongoing research process. 

Angosturology depends on a critical reading of the city history. It examines the life of

the city from multiple angles, revealing its inner core, at times invisible by the bark of

prejudices that hide it, plots, dramas and the forces that collide and are born in the

city. The history of the city, documented, narrated, lived is considered. What citizens

tell. What is told by the rivers, plains, mountains and cementeries. The history of the

city thus becomes the history of each citizen, and includes the space and time of the

city, the matter and energy of the city, the networks and nodes of the city, the flows

and city  relations, city practice and theory. It  is not history as a simple linear and

chronological sequence of events, but rather the revelation of the inter dependencies

of the city.

The  critical  reading  of  the  city  history  implies  not  atomizing  the  lived  reality  but

considering  it  with  all  the richness of  its  parts,  totally.  In  this  sense it  is  a  trans

disciplinary reading, not of philosophers, historians, sociologists or architects, but of
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angosturologists.  Appealing  to  hermeneutics,  the  city  history  is  observed  and

interpreted.  It  is  a  nonlinear  process,  sometimes it  converges and at  other  times

diverges, where the turns or iterations are not known a priori, but rather follow the

path. At the end, the spiral converges to the theory of the city.

This historiography method is derived from [6] and is a  proposal that presupposes

the  existence  of  a  science  of  particularism  and  subjectivism  that  opposes  and

criticizes the hegemony of the general and the abstract in science.  

ANGOSTUROLOGY FRAMEWORK

Angosturology approaches the city  study looking to answer four  basic  generating

questions about the city, namely: i) How is the city? ii) Why is the city in that status?;

iii) Where is the city going to? and iv) Where should the city go? To answer each

question, four non-linear research paths are established as shown in Figure 1 [9].

City study is planned by paths, and not by months or years. It makes the progress of

the research process flexible and can mature at the pace of the research conditions.

Angosturology  proposes  a  goal-oriented  city  study  approach  not  time  limited.

Research  paths  are  not  necessarily  linear  or  prelative  and  may  overlap  and/or

intersect.

Figure 1. Research paths of Angosturology.

To  comprehensively  answer  the  questions  by  path,  Angosturology  identifies  five

theoretical bases: society, economy, politics, technology and environment. Figure 2

illustrates these bases to approach the reality of the city. 
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Figure 2 – Angosturology theoretical bases.

Each theoretical base is treated and coordinated by two researchers in a dialectic

fashion.  Hence, a group of ten researchers residing in the city and mastering various

disciplines  is  created.  These  researchers  constitute  the  Angosturology  Research

Kernel  (ARK).  ARK  decides  by  consensus  and  defines  scope,  techniques,  and

resources  to  approach  the  city  study  meeting  regularly.  It  is  the  basis  for  other

research groups and establishes relationships with public and private entities. ARK is

a planar arrangement with a mesh topology where all  members dialogue with all

members.  There  is  no  ARK  chief,  but  a  team  that  enables  and  seeks  equal

participation from each member with complementary skills. Members are committed

to  the  ARK  and  are  co-responsible  for  the  work  progress.   Both  planned  and

unplanned events consolidate the ARK along time building-up structure and spirit.

Regarding the social base, ARK addresses issues related to people, their culture and

values of the city. For exmple, the monitoring of public aspects to achieve general

well-being and the sense of belonging and community identity that strengthen the

roots and defense of the city.

The economic base refers to the production of goods and services in the city based

on its local advantages, determination of indicators of development of the city as well

as projections of growth in economic sectors.

In the political base, the ARK studies citizen participation, government responsibility

and  the  transparency  of  the  city  administration  facing  the  challenges  that  the

evolution of the city entails in the different aspects of urban life. 
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In the technological base, the development and appropriation of (digital) technologies

are proposed to put them at the service of citizens in order to contribute to better

levels  of  quality  of  life.  This  includes  but  is  not  limited  to  physical  components

(Hardware,  HW),  logical  components  (Software,  SW),  mixed ad  hoc components

(Firmware, FW), eGovernment, etc.

And in the environmental base, the basic resources of the city are recognized and

valued in terms of: water, air, soil, botany, entomology, among others.

From the four non-linear research paths described in Figure 1, the ARK defines the

specific objectives and respective tasks as shown in Table I. The ARK works on each

theoretical  base  from  its  scope  towards  the  achievement  of  these  objectives,

subsequently integrating the results into a total vision of the city. Recall that each

research path attempts to answer a specific generating question. Due to the research

path non linearity, there is no predefined order to answer the generating questions.

Through successive iterations of the responses, the research process may converge

to the answers. These are recognized as saturation values reached after the iteration

cycle is exhausted, i.e. when no new information modifies the responses reached.

For  operational  and supervisory purposes,  the research process is arranged in  a

spiral cycle of four stages: explore, plan, do and feedback, as shown in Figure 3.

Starting  from an initial  state  of  the  city,  the  ARK explores  and characterizes  the

situation found to carry out a preliminary diagnosis that serves as an input in the

preparation  of  the  research  plan.  The  plan  should  guide  successive  compilation,

analytical,  predictive  and  prospective  efforts  about  the  generating  question

considered. The planned action of the ARK produces varied and variable results in

quantity, quality and time. The evaluation of these results provides new information

and knowledge about the answer of the generating questions. The innovations found

help to detail and enrich the preliminary diagnosis, which serves as a basis for fine-

tuning the update of the research plan. Thus, a virtuous cycle is created that in each

iteration would try to converge to the definitive answers to the generating questions.

As  illustrated  in  Figure  3,  the  research  process  is  not  without  recognized  or

unrecognized threats and weaknesses that influence the performance of the ARK. On

the other hand, there are also opportunities and strengths that, wisely used by the

ARK, can be decisive in the research process.
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Table 1 – Angosturology specific objectives and tasks.

Objetcives Tasks

1. Determine the current status 
of five city bases: society, 
economy, politics, technology 
and environment.

i) Review the sources (documentary and not) that record data on the city.
ii) Conduct interviews with selected people.
iii) Organize workshops, forum and other events to debate the city.
iv) Apply surveys to citizens on the state of the city.
v) Visit and dialogue with selected communities.

2. Explain the causes, factors, 
or processes that brought the 
city to the current status.

i) Analyse the data collected.
ii) Interpret the results of the analysis.
iii) Elaborate theoretical explanations about the interpretations.

3. Describe evolution scenarios 
for the city,

i) Discuss with the scientific community the variants of urban evolution.
ii) Document the scenarios found in writing, audio or multimedia.
iii) Present the scenarios found in public forums.

4. Recommend strategies and 
actions for the future of the city.

i) Discuss with the scientific community the validity of the theoretical 
explanations and recommendations.
ii) Document in writing, audio or multimedia the theoretical approaches found 
and the proposed solutions.
iii) Present the progress of the theoretical approaches in public forum.

Figure 3. Angosturology research process.

STUDY CASE

To illustrate the use of Angosturology, the theoretical bases of a particular city have

been  exposed  through  the  methodology  outlined  before.  The  considered  city  is

Ciudad Bolívar,  capital  of  the Angostura del  Orinoco Municipality  and the Bolívar

state in Venezuela. Ciudad Bolívar has been included since 2003 on the "tentative

list" of UNESCO world heritage. Endangered cultural landscape, Ciudad Bolivar is a

425  years-old  and  changing  city,  that  has  to  face  a  large  variety  of  urban

management problems [10]. 
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Society

Ciudad  Bolívar  combines  many  cultures  over  time  making  it  a  very  mixed

cosmopolitan  city.  Among  these  cultures  we  can  mention  natives  Kariña  and

Yekuana, together with Catholic Spanish and French, Protestant English, Dutch and

German, and more recently Chinese and Arabs. Main citizen characteristics include

delicate sensitivity, fast adaptability, vivid and light intelligence, intuitive, ambitious,

egalitarian, violent, generous, devotee of magic, improvident, sensitive to music, and

at odds with systematization, order and hierarchy. 

More than four centuries of civilization have enriched the cultural legacy of the city

with historical and magnificent buildings. The city museums keep invaluable artistic

objects.  In terms of music, important composers, groups, interpreters and singers

were born, educated or related to Ciudad Bolívar.  The city life has attracted new

immigrants,  that  united  with  the  native  population,  play  an  important  role  in  the

configuration of the cultural landscape, with impact in the arts, music, gastronomy,

language and others. 

Economy

The city location in the lower Orinoco river determined its configuration as a fluvial

port of first order, receiving the production from the plains and the jungle and export

it. At the end of XIX century, ships came from Europe to the city customs to provide

commercial houses and supply manufactures to the region. This activity reinforced

the commercial  strengths  initiating a golden period of  urban growth.  The famous

Angostura Bitter, still being produced with international demand, is a visible result of

this period.

Although  the  current  harbor  activity  decreased  in  comparison with  the  past,  it  is

necessary  to  remark  that  the  city  has  continued  to  grow  demographically  and

economically. The commercial activity is still ongoing as an aerial and terrestrial inter-

regional hub.  

Figure  4  shows  the  population  growth  projection  for  the  Angostura  del  Orinoco

Municipality [11]. Accordingly, by the year 2050, the city population would exceed half

a million inhabitants. Data sources suggest 70% of this population is active, and 88%

of the population is native. The city is a workforce generator, which by 2050 would

have more than 350,000 workers.

Figure 4 – Projection of population growth in the Angostura del Orinoco Municipality.
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Figure 4. Projection of population growth in the Angostura del Orinoco Municipality.

Further review of the data reported in [10], confirms that commerce generates the

most employment. Primary and secondary activities exist in the city but their relative

contribution to the wealth generated is marginal. Nevertheless, data show several

challenges on the future. The population growth will increase the demand for housing

services, water,  garbage, electricity,  gas, transportation and employment. Demand

that is currently not met by the available infrastructure.  A significant sector of the

population lives in houses with poor water, urban sanitation, sewers, electricity and

gas services. Citizens consider that the greatest existing problems are roads and

transportation,  electricity, housing and sewers.

Politics

Ciudad Bolívar was born by order of the King of Spain. This modality of birth has

strong implications because it is understood then that the citizens of the city do not

feel the city as their own but of the power that constituted it. The city is not born from

the bottom up but from the top down. In fact, low turnouts at city elections suggest

that citizens are tending to political apathy and cynicism and they do not seem to be

committed to act decisively.

Since its foundation, the city had political strategical importance as gate to the rich

region of Guayana (i.e. the mytical “El Dorado”) desired by England, The Netherlands

and France.  Spanish authorities understood the importance of  the city  and firmly

developed a political and military strength repelling initial foreigner attacks, and later
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independentist  attacks.  The conquest  of  the  city  by  independentists  changed the

course of the Spanish America Independence war. On the 15th of February 1819, two

years after the city conquest, Liberator Simón Bolívar pronounced his important very

well-known Speech of  Angostura (Discurso de Angostura)  opening the  Angostura

National Congress in the city. It caused the birth of the Republic of Gran Colombia

(Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador and Panamá), the Military Campaign to liberate Perú

and Bolivia and the Panamerican Congress. 

At  present,  Ciudad  Bolívar  is  still  a  political  reference  in  the  region.  The  state

governor office, the regional parliament, justice authorities and army headquarters

are located in the city. 

Technology

Due to its royal origin, the city was carefully planned using the best techniques and

technologies available at that time. This can be recognized in the original geometry of

its streets and layout of residences and public foundational buildings. It is important

to note the military value that is given to the city from the beginning. It was a city for

pioneer soldiers under the orders of the King of Spain [5].

In 1766, Spanish Governor Manuel Centurión ordered the construction of a house for

the study and education of youth. It functioned as a School of First Letters, a Federal

College and a University and fostered the scientific community of the city until the

20th  century.  Nowadays,  the  city  has  more  than  300  schools  and  a  dozen  of

universities showing strong scientific and technology development but lacking high

quality ICT infrastructure. 

The  availability  of  online  public  and  private  services  is  a  major  issue  in  Ciudad

Bolívar. For instance, eGovernment services (e.g. alcaldiadeheres.gob.ve) are limited

to informative web site and very few interaction. Long and complicated procedures

and  incomplete  digital  transformation  of  public  services  still  limit  the  use  of

eGovernment by the population. The lack of progress is also seen in services such as

eCommerce and eLearning. Businesses as well as schools and universities struggle

to  bring  their  processes  into  the  digital  world.    Concerns  about  protection  and

security  of  personal  data  exist  as  well  as  frequent  technical  failure  due  to

interruptions  on  electricity  and/or  Internet.  Clearly,  the  COVID-19  pandemic

conditions have made the ICT difficulties and disparities in the city more visible. 
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These  issues  are  typical  of  public  administrations  whose  services  are  still  built

according to their traditional institutional set-up (burocratic centric approach) rather

than  according  to  the  citizen  needs  (citizen  centric  approach),  limiting  the

achievement of a real digital transformation. 

Environment

The best  characterization  of  the  Ciudad  Bolivar  huge  biodiversiy  is  found  in  the

ancient city municipality shield which states "Haud ulli spectaberis impar dives opum

vaiarum", i.e. there is no other place with more wealth.

The geographical space is delimited by the Angostura del Orinoco Municipality (5,851

km2). It is part of the Imataca Complex, the oldest geological formation in the planet

(3,400 million years old) and the great granite outcrops in the Orinoco river shore.

Ciudad Bolívar (43m above sea level) is located in the narrowest point of the Orinoco

river,  the world's  third  largest  river  by discharge.  During the rainfall  period (May-

October roughly), that site is less than 1 km wide, while other parts of the river can be

in average five or six times wider. The “Angostura” depth can reach to 100 meters,

world record exceeded for few rivers (e.g. Yang-tse and the Amazon rivers). This

combination of granites outcrops, narrowness and great depth causes a remarkable

turbulence nearby “Angostura” where it can also be observed the arisen rock known

as “Piedra del Medio” (Middle Stone). This rock was admired by German scientist

Alexander  von  Humbolt  during  his  visit  at  the  city  in  XIX  century,  and  used  to

measure the level of the river. Also, it inspired the French science-fiction writer Julio

Verne to publish his book “The Mighty Orinoco” in 1898.

Besides the  Orinoco,  the  Municipality  includes many other  rivers flowing into  the

Orinoco and various lagoons, making the city space a place full of natural fresh water

sources  permanently.  The  city  space  is  also  a  natural  reservoir  that  houses  an

important ecosystem with a wide variety of flora and fauna species [9].  

ICT PERSPECTIVES

Although a  more  extensive  use of  Angosturology is  desirable  to  extract  a  global

picture of relevant trends in the information society, some clear trends can be derived

from the Ciudad Bolívar study case.

Ciudad Bolivar can be considered to have certain capabilities that distinguish it from

other  cities.  The  city  knows  and  dominates  certain  activities  and  practices  with

expertise, skill and executes them with virtuosity: commerce, arts, music and science.
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But, it also faces present and future difficulties which jeopardize the existence of the

city. Many of these difficulties can be addressed with appropriate ICT solutions, which

can also be applied to other cities.

As [12] suggests, ICT solutions will store more and more data, and will be required to

respond  faster  to  human  requests,  operating  with  greater  energy  efficiency,

guaranteeing resistance and defense against a wide range of attacks on the security

of that data. The future of Internet of Things is based on electronic and quantum

computational  ubiquity,  where  the  computing  capacity  shall  continue  to  increase

significantly.

Society

To become a cultural  heritage, Ciudad Bolívar must have a unique identity going

beyond the houses, the museums, or the art galleries, it requires a city spirit.  A spirit

to be cultivated through a long-term strategic cultural  planning where arts,  music,

culture legacy and natural  reservoir  are important  for  city  politics,  and where city

distinctive characteristics are rooted in its history as political and commercial regional

reference. Thus, strategic projects to develop city cultural qualities must be initiated:

events, contests, festivals, public expressions, etc. Ciudad Bolívar should develop an

iconic emblem as interregional fluvial-terrestrial-aerial hub to interconnect worldwide

human values, as a truly mixture of cultures city, a cosmopolitan city.

ICT can create many new possibilities in the art, music, tourism and culture sector.

Media and content production industry should emphasize city cultural heritage and

galvanize citizens, looking into city history and winning “hearts and minds” of citizens

to foster city spirit. Social networks are a good example of the use of ICT to facilitate

citizen engagement and open a constructive dialogue citizen-city aimed to reinforce

their identity.  Citizens know the neighborhoods, are involved with the community and

can highlight priorities for action. The more people are involved, the more responsible

people become. 

Ethical  and  legal  standards  for  ICT solutions  should  be  put  in  place  to  prevent

radicalization of technocracy, loss of identity and citizen discrimination.

Economy

A well established practice in the past and present of Ciudad Bolívar is commerce.

But  the city  faces the  problem of  ensuring  that  its  infrastructure can support  the
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rapidly  developing  needs  of  businesses.  Building  appropriate  technological

infrastructure, such as wireless broadband, is vital  in terms of serving businesses

more effectively and efficiently. Addressing issues of public services is compulsory to

attract  investment.  A full-comprehensive  approach  to  address  business  needs  is

required.

The  creation  of  a  Special  Economic  Zone  (SEZ)  in  the  Angostura  del  Orinoco

Municipality  should  certainly  foster  the  economic  local  development  in  order  to

improve business dynamics  [13]. It should take advantage of the commercial and

scientific background knowledge, political strengths and natural resources available

in the city. 

The SEZ must have an infrastructure, an ecosystem that enhances, facilitates, and

stimulates its economic activity. To be sustainable it must be ecologically friendly. ICT

play a key role in this regard. Commerce today is and tomorrow will be electronic

commerce (eCommerce). Hence, the commercial city must work with the constant

improvement of  its digital  services.  The adoption of ICT solutions should improve

processes  and  workflows  within  the  SEZ,  creating  conditions  for  attracting

investment, saving substantial time and resources, simplifying procedures for issuing

building permits, currency exchanges, taxes, migration, etc. City government should

give priority to the establishment of a ICT model for SEZ by promoting appropriate

standards.

Politics

As a cosmopolitan and mixed cultural city, Ciudad Bolívar should have an appropriate

city  government  matching  the  nature  and  character  of  the  city.   In  turn,  the

mobilization of city population should be stimulated to increase awareness about the

value of  the  city  heritage and foster  a  sense of  collective  ownership  to  promote

appropriate urban development.  The building of a stronger city identity is a basic

requirement  to  protect  and defend the city  heritage.   The lack of  people support

should call for innovative proposals to increase citizen participation.  ICT solutions

can be enablers of citizen participation.

The computational ubiquity and the Internet create a new way of communicating and

sharing information and can enable and simplify the citizen participation process. The

digital politics with the on-line presence of parties and institutions, and discussions

with  politicians  play  an  important  role  in  enhancing  citizen  participation.  A good
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example of this new type of citizen participation over the Internet is eVoting. The city

government should promote the creation of technical standards for security and data

protection to make eVoting as safe and/or safer that traditional vote. These standards

shall guarantee voter identification and the secrecy of the ballot. 

Furthermore effective citizen engagement can be developed by making government

more transparent and directly accountable. Financial transparency can be optimized

by using the public accounting standards.  ICT solutions can speed the accountability

process up.

Technology

To sustain a SEZ, the city should require state-of-the-art ICT solutions, and mastering

ICT  through  research  centers.  Because  of  its  scientific  background,  workforce

availability and natural resources, Ciudad Bolívar offers privileged conditions to have

an ICT research center. 

The city should have to invest in ICT networks to meet SEZ requirements. Due to the

huge amount of  resources needed, city government should establish partnerships

and new forms of public-private collaboration.

Environment

Water  sources  are  becoming  increasingly  important  worldwide  together  with

biodiversity. Both categories are present in city space and they deserve protection.

The city requires a truly protection and management system to preserve the natural

and cultural heritage. This system should include both institutional and local people

supports.  A  SEZ  would  ease  the  administrative  instances,  procedures  and

legislations to deal with the space matters, unifying the decision center. This must be

accompanied  of  the  social  interest  to  manage  the  space  city  to  impŕove  people

quality of life. A citizen-city dialogue must occur in a public trust environment where

the government structures are transparent and accountable to the people so they can

be convinced to engage in the city efforts. ICT solutions can play an important role in

the dialogue process. The city has to learn how to embrace new technologies to

increase opportunities to interact with the people paying attention to reduce the digital

gap among them. A future SEZ cannot ignore the environmental impact.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

To  identify  emerging  trends  in  Information  Society,  a  theory  of  cities  has  been

proposed, i.e. Angosturology. It is aimed to answer four generating questions about

the  city  taken  into  account  five  theoretical  bases:  society,  economy,  politics,

technology and environment. 

Using  hermeneutic  historiography,  Angosturoly  approach  reveals  the  city  reality

underlining the existing complex inter dependencies. In particular, ICT perspectives

have been pointed out considering a study case: Ciudad Bolívar, Venezuela.

Results show that commercial development of the city has not been accompanied by

social  development.  Hence  more  and  better  citizen  participation  is  required  to

address  people  needs.  ICT solutions  as  social  networks  can  be  useful  tools  to

enhance citizen participation.

There is a clear strong need to complete a digital transformation of city services to

respond  changing  demands.  In  turn,  eGoverment,  eVoting,  eCommerce  and

eLearning  should  be developed addressing  infrastructure  weaknesses as  well  as

meeting appropriate standards characterized by citizen centric approach and data

security. 

The SEZ is foreseen as a valuable alternative to guide the social,  economic and

ecological  development  of  the  city.  It  requires  full  comprehensive  ICT  model

achievable  through  private  ad  public  partnership  to  guarantee  world  class

performance, transparency, speed, functionality and cost reduction.

The city calls for a vision, shared by its citizens, to lead the city towards the future.

Then, a plan with goals and tasks is required to achieve that vision, which shall be

accomplished with the appropriate infrastructure, government and environment.
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